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Abstract: In this study, Data Binding is discussed. However, in Web technologies, data binding on the front end comes to the fore. That is, it should not be affected by the development of interventions to be made in a department, and it should be aimed to be freed from software. This is a requirement of the rules for a minimal plugin that will not burden the correct code, and it has to maintain itself as renewing itself. The application part is written in JavaScript. The work done is also available to be added to other applications as a library. "Real software applications" as Data Binding are written with this object for the purpose of interconnecting.
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1. Introduction

Data binding is a connector between user interface and business logic, between destination and source. Namely, it is a general method that connects two different data sources and keeps the data in sync. This synchronization can be performed bi-directionally (Two-way binding) or unidirectionally (One-way binding). One-way binding occurs as "from model to view"; Changes made in the view are not reflected in the model, data changes are only reflected in the control layer. In two-way binding "from model to view" and vice versa, all changes that are made "from view to model" are reflected in the model and database, changes made through the controller for the model and view updates the view and model.

In the scope of this study, is written a code portion in JavaScript (jquery) [1], that allows manipulating the binding data bidirectionally. If the information in any structure (for example, a web page) is used in more than one area the code portion manipulates in (change everywhere binding data) simultaneously and bidirectionally. When a change is made in a defined binding area of the web page, it updates all affected areas. Likewise, the background changes are also reflected in the front end.

2. Data Binding Principles

The issue of data binding has been one of the issues that makes all software developers think from time to time. It is based on the concept of object oriented, and its deep purpose is to write neat code and make it more event-modifiable. Data binding is a primary and preferred method that starts with the change of the code and allows the data to be organized together in the user interface.

It is a process that simultaneously manipulates the information displayed at more than one point on the web page, without the need for any complex program or command line blocks in code edits. For ease of operation, a code block is converted into a procedure or script. It can be designed based on the web page, as well as the data binding method may vary, taking into account the difference in the browser used.

Nowadays, when using data binding you spend very little time work [4,6]. We can write any extension for API in our programs [3]. This extension or API generate the binded data and finished changes in very little time.

Its undisputed contribution is the ease of manipulation from a single point and the absence of deficiencies in the update process. The downside is that sql injection errors are mostly ignored.

Data binding is used for data matching between documents, from XML, Java, JavaScript etc. It is used to create, create or update elements on web pages, linking the same fields and changing them synchronously. Data Binding implementations are using for implementation presentation layer of business applications [7]. It allows sequential extraction and use of document-based working with the same data and necessary editing steps. By associating the information with a certain object class, the information can be accessed from different areas on the web page and can be updated even by the user who has the right to edit the web page.

3. Data Binding – JavaScript Solution

The issue of data binding has been one of the issues that makes all software developers think from time to time. It is based on the concept of object oriented, and its deep purpose is to write neat code and make it more event-modifiable. Data binding is a primary and preferred method that starts with the change of the code and allows the data to be organized together in the user interface.

It is a process that simultaneously manipulates the information displayed at more than one point on the web page, without the need for any complex program or command line blocks in code edits. For ease of operation, a code block is converted into a procedure or script. It can
be designed based on the web page, as well as the data binding method may vary, taking into account the difference in the browser used.

Its undisputed contribution is the ease of manipulation from a single point and the absence of deficiencies in the update process. The downside is that sql injection errors are mostly ignored.

Data binding is used for data matching and/or manipulating between (or in same) documents from XML, Java, JavaScript etc. It is used to create and/or update elements on web pages, linking the same fields and changing them synchronously. It allows sequential extraction and use of document-based working with the same data and necessary editing steps. By associating the information with a certain object class, the information can be accessed from different areas on the web page and can be updated even by the user who has the right to edit the web page.

Editing and updating information in data binding operations is very easy to convert from one format to another. It basically requires writing code and hence the data in the file is more easily accessed. The database-to-user interface makes the process easier when multiple user interface changes are matched in an editor-like structure. It improves user-friendliness and ability to write front end in a specific area. With this method, confusion and negative servers on the web page are avoided.

Data binding is very useful in terms of saving time in processing time and easily converting data from format to format. As mentioned before, hackers can use this tool to change format and data, and security measures should not be mitigated by using this tool carefully.

It will be very useful to prevent original sql queries at the stage of manipulating the data. In summary, model and data binding are used in applications to connect two data or information sources and synchronize data. The JSON model, which I have experienced before, is highly preferred because it provides high performance and the possibility of completion in a minimum time.

Data and user interface are associated and interacted. When the data changes, the associated elements on the screen are updated by interacting. When the elements on the screen change, the data is changed in same time using simple script. For this reason, when an element changes, there is also a change in the affected elements.

(1):
\[
\text{<input type='checkbox' id='color_id' bind='val:content.header; event.change:} \ \text{=?}\ \text{console.log(jQuery(this).attr("checked"));}\ \text{if($(this).attr("checked"))} \ {} \text{content.header_color="red";}}} \ \text{else} \ {} \text{content.header_color="blue";}} \] \text{?/>} (1)

In the code above(1), the work to be done when the change event of the checkbox element occurs. When selected here, it sets the "content.header_color" variable to "red". If not selected, it sets it to "blue".

(2):
\[
\text{<span bind='html:content.header;css.color:content.header_color; attr.align:content.header_align;'/>} (2)
\]

When the variable changes; "content.header_color;", it changes the color of the text written in the "span" field above with the set color. This gives us the flexibility to: Update the elements on the screen when the data changes, or update the data when the element on the screen changes.

The Databind code plugin, which can be seen in the figure below, is arranged as JavaScript. In this context, databind.js and Data.js contents have been added. databind.js is the code that monitors the relationship between data and screen elements in the background, Data.js is the associated data code.
understand that the value of the input has changed and to make the changes on the screen (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Change page with marked data binding areas in red (in the right) and change marked areas without Data Binding (in the left).

(5):
```
Databind={
  init:function(){
    $('[bind]').each(function(){
      // $('[bind]').each(function() finds all elements with bind attributes in the html and sends them to the function, one by one, and performs the relevant editing
      var bind=$(this).attr('bind'); // Retrieves the bind attribute content of the incoming element inside the function
      var matchs=bind.match(new RegExp('event\.[^:;]+:(([^;<?]+;|;[^:]+)?)+','gi')); // The found bind attribute passes through the regular expression and separates the css.color:content.header_color values from key="css.color" and value field="content.header_color" in this way.
      if(matchs!=null){ // Value passed through regular expression if searched variable is found
        for(i in matchs){ // Each variable is processed sequentially
          var parts=matchs[i].trim().split(':'); // When it finds the variable, it parses it with ":" and obtains the keys and values
          var paths=parts[0].trim().split('...'); // Key separates itself with dots
          var command=paths[0].trim().toLowerCase(); // First part command from key and made it lower case
          path.shift(); // Shifts the path array
          var command=paths[0].trim().toLowerCase(); // First part command from key and made it lower case
          switch(command){
            case 'event':eval('$(this).on(''+paths++,function(){'+Databind.getScrip(tparts[1])+'});'); break; // If the command is an event, the script given for the event is added with the event listener with the html element.
            } catch(e) {
          }
        }
      }
    });
  }
}(5)

Here (5), the name of the variable that comes in the function(name) name finds its place in all the BIND elements in the code and makes the necessary changes.

Figure 3. Sample page with marked data binding areas in red (in the right) and sample page changed data binding areas marked in red (in the left) (bootstrap)[2].

(6):
```
observer: function(name){ // It defines the getters and setters of the elements in the given variable. Thus, it sets where and how to act when a value is assigned to a variable in JavaScript or when the value is read.
  var data=eval(this.getScript(name));
  if(typeof data==='object'){
    for(i in data){
      if(!='private'){
        if(typeof data[i]==='function' { // this.observer(name++:i);
          }
        }
      }
    }
  }
  this.setData(name);
  else {
    var path=name.split('...');
    var property=path[path.length-1];
    path.pop();
    var obj=eval(this.getScript(path.join('.'))); // else
    eval(name+'=data;');
  }
}(6)

Bind Observer (6), defines the getters and setters of the elements in the given variable. Thus, it sets where and how to act when a value is assigned to a variable in JavaScript or when the value is read.

(7):
```
function MSG(obj,value){ // Used to set children of an element
  Databind.addHelper('html',function(obj,attr,value){
    console.log(value);
  });
  Databind.addHelper('text',function(obj,attr,value){ // Allows text to be added to an element's shield
    $(obj).text(value);
  });
  Databind.addHelper('css',function(obj,attr,value){ // Allows changing the css (cascading style sheet) attributes of an element
    $(obj).css(attr,value);
  });
  Databind.addHelper('attr',function(obj,attr,value){ // allows to change the attributes of an element
    $(obj).attr(attr,value);
  });
}(7)
Databind.addHelper('val',function(obj,attr,value){  // Allows to change the value of an element
  $(obj).val(value);
});
Databind.addHelper('foreach',function(obj,attr,value){ // Multiple copies of an element are created with the incoming value array
});
Databind.addHelper('call',Databind.call); // Used to call a method

Bind MSG function (7), defines the Databind functions used in code. These functions are fundamental for all similar programs. In the web page we allow changing CSS, adding text to sheet, change the values and attributes of elements.

The purpose of the DataBinding.js code portion is to simplify the development processes, to make the visual design fast so that people with little coding knowledge can take action quickly. The case of this study aims to make software development processes shorten and enable designers to make screens in a simpler way. The web page makes it easy to interact with the data coming from the server quickly.

4. Conclusion

In every software project, after the design process, software implementation phases are completed and the concept of easy sustainability comes to the fore. Therefore, over time, common code writing and/or a single point change control in the software system becomes an essential requirement.

Regardless of the small or big changes that affect in the programs, the code portion or variable changes play an important role in the emergence of each project because periodically changes are necessary. The aim of this study is to reflect the determined data model to the screen quickly and change shape according to the structure of the model.
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